Abstract: Due to the huge numbers of genes that produced from microarray technology versus genes that actually discriminate disease classes, gene selection methods for microarray data analysis are vital to identify the significant genes that distinguish disease classes and to use these selected genes as diagnostic biomarkers in clinical treatment decisions. In this study, we describe how to achieve reduction of microarray data dimensionality by two attribute selection methods (AS), namely information gain method (IG) and support vector machine method (SVM) which can greatly reduce the number of attributes used to discriminate microarray data. We employ both methods, to pre-process gene expression profiles achieved from DNA microarray experiments in three steps: (i) Ranking genes according to the highest dataset separation between diseased and normal classes, (ii) Choosing the smallest subset of ranked genes that assures the highest classification accuracy, (iii) Constructing the classification models to classify diseased versus normal samples using multiple algorithms based on the extracted subset in (ii). Evaluation of this approach was conducted by using ten different classification algorithms, with eight variant cancerous microarray dataset. Based on the obtained results, this pre-processing approach improved classification accuracy compared to using the whole original dataset. All the evaluated algorithms which used in our approach provided classification accuracy exceeds over (94%) with majority of datasets. By using a few numbers of top ranking genes, we obtained higher classification accuracy instead of using original dataset, the average values of enhancement were (1.31%, 3.01%, 4.06%, 3.54% and 3.59%) using (2, 5, 10, 20, 50) subset of ranking genes by information gain attribute selection respectively, and (0.19%, 4.33%, 5.05%, 5.54% and 5.63%) using (2, 5, 10, 20, 50) subset of ranking genes by SVM attribute selection. Experimental results shows that using SVM attributes selections method yields better results than using information gain attribute selection method as preprocessing stage of the classification task. Also, it can be shown that Artificial Neural Network (ANN) outperforms all classifiers when SVM attribute selection method used while Bayes Net outperforms all classifiers when information gain attribute selection is applied.
Introduction
The microarray dataset that obtained from Microarray technology is fairly different from normal machine learning datasets. For instance normal machine learning datasets contain a small number of attributes and a large number of samples (tuples). In the other hand, gene expression microarray data typically contains a very large number of genes (attribute) vs. a small number of samples. With these large numbers of genes, it is preferable to have a large number of samples to build reliable microarray classification and prediction models [1] . But in reality most microarray experiments has a limited amount of samples due to the huge cost of producing such microarray data, in addition to the availability and privacy which added other factors of that limitation. For instance in cancerous microarray data, the number of samples is often less than 100 vs. 33000 genes.
The high dimensionality causes several problems in microarray data analysis, such as noise caused by human error, malfunctions and missing values, as well as irrelevant genes can significantly reduce the quality of microarray data classification. Processing the large number of genes causes great computational complexity in building classification models; also several classification algorithms don"t deal with these numbers of attributes, due to memory consuming. In shortly, high dimensionality makes many classification algorithms not applicable for analyzing raw gene expression microarray dataset. Gene selection is a fundamental step when building predictors of disease state based on gene expression data; it's intended to reduce the risk of an overfitting problem and enhances the efficiency of the classification process, and increases comprehensibly of the result [2] . Gene selection is achieved by selecting a subset of genes from the original dataset which are mostly high predictive of classes category [3] . A lot of gene selection methods have been applied to microarray dataset classification in past decades [3, 4, 5] .
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of two gene selection methods on the performance of classification methods, by using subset of smallest number of ranking genes.
The rest of this paper is organized as the follows. In section 2 we present a mention on public gene selection methods. In section 3 we provide problem statement and motivations. In section 4 we exploit the attribute selection methodologies and related algorithms. In section 5 we explore the used classification techniques. In section 6 we describe the evaluation Datasets. In section 7 we present the experimental results. In section 8 we conclude the paper.
Gene selection Algorithms
Gene/attribute selection problem consists of making good predictions/classification with as few genes as possible [6] . Some genes among the selected genes may have similar expression levels among classes, and they are redundant since no additional information is gained for classification algorithms by keeping them all in the dataset. Based on the dependency on classification algorithms, genes/attribute selection methods can be approximately separated into filter and wrapper methods [7] . A filter method can performs as independently from a classification method. It is preprocesses a microarray dataset before building classification model. As shown in figure 1. Filter-base gene selection is categorized based on evaluation functions into four main types, first: the evaluation by distance functions for example Euclidean distance measure and Cosine (CO) ranking methods [8] , second: the evaluation by information measure (entropy or information gain (IG), gain ratio etc.) [5, 9] , third: the evaluation by dependency measure (correlation coefficient CC) [8] , fourth: the evaluation by consistency (min-features bias). There are other filter-base attributes selection method such as, Markov blanket-embedded genetic algorithm for gene selection [10] , Chi-square, Relief-F symmetric uncertainty [3] , Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) [8] , t-statistics (TS) [4] One-gene-ata-time filter methods, such as ranking [11] , Wilcoxon rank sum test [12] . In the other hand, a wrapper method embeds a gene selection method within a classifier, as shown in figure 2 , for instance of a wrapper method is SVMs [13, 14] . SVMs use the recursive attribute elimination (RFE) approach to eliminate the attributes iteratively in a greedy approach until the largest margin of partition is reached. Shortly In spite of existing 32 different attribute selection methods yet, no single gene selection method can generally improve the performance of classification algorithms in terms of efficiency and accuracy thus there are about 60 different gene selection procedures developed by combining the attribute selection methods [12] . 
Problem Statement and Motivations
In data mining and machine learning, there are several possible statements of the problem of attribute selection. In this work, we place ourselves in the context of supervised learning, in which data samples or "patterns" are recorded as vectors x of dimension N and a target variable y should be predicted. . The main goal is to make good predictions of the target variable y for new patterns x with as few attributes as possible. The attribute selection (AS) problem is selecting a set of attribute indices S of dimension N s , corresponding to given columns of the data matrix, thus implicitly assuming that the same attributes are useful for making predictions for any model, in other words AS is a multiobjective problem, which has been formalized in several ways, including minimizing a risk functional subject to using a number of selected attributes N s lower than a given threshold; or minimizing N s subject to keeping the risk lower than a given threshold [13] . Paper: ASAT-14-173-CE Gene classification as domain of research poses a new challenges due to its unique problem nature. The challenge comes from the unique nature of the available gene expression dataset; where most of these datasets has sample size below 100 vs. thousands to hundred thousands of genes presented in each tuple. Other challenge is only a few numbers of these (genes) presents relevant attributes to the investigated disease.
Due to the specification of microarray dataset some classification algorithms can deal with whole dataset, by using embedded gene selection, such as decision tree suite, which use split criterion as gene selection and SVM uses recursive feature eliminations (RFE) technique as dimension reduction. Other classification algorithm can deal with original microarray dataset without any gene selection such as KNN. But other classifier such as ANN, Naїve Bayesian and Bayesian Network are difficulty deal with such dataset, due to extremely consuming memory. Gene selection solves these challenges as we shown in the rest of this paper.
Methodologies and Related Algorithms

Attribute Selection Algorithms
From the range of attribute selection methods available, two established methods, including one from each of the main categories of methods: filter and wrapper witch used in our study. The salient issues of each method are briefly outlined next. 1) Information Gain Attribute Selection IGAS [5, 9] : is a filter-based method that achieved by calculating the expected information (entropy) for each attributes to sort these attributes in dataset D, according to higher information expected from splitting data by the attribute (genes) A.  Calculate Information Entropy of the dataset D as follow.
( ) ∑ ( ) (1) Where, P i is the probability that an arbitrary tuple in D belong to class C i .  Calculate the expected information required to classify a tuple from D based partitioning by attribute A.
The term acts as the weight of the jth partition
)  Arrange the value of information gain IG with descending order. where attributes which own high IG values according to a specified threshold are considered as best dataset discrimination features. In our implementation, we apply attribute selection by selection of top n attributes where n is equal to 5, 10, 15, etc.
2) SVM Recursive Feature Elimination SVM-RFE: The SVM-RFE is a wrapper-based approach utilizing the SVM as base classifier [13, 14] . The backward elimination algorithms work by iteratively removing one "worst" gene at a time until the predefined size of the final gene subset is reached. In each loop, the remaining genes are ranked again, resulting in possibly modified genes ranking. Notice that correlationbased metrics cannot utilize back elimination because the ranking is never modified.
In the SVM-RFE, the gene being removed should change the objective function J least.
In which w is calculated as ∑ , where N s is the number of support vectors, which are defined as the training samples with because a linear kernel is adopted.
The Optimal Brain Damage (OBD) algorithm approximates the change of J by removing the ith gene by expanding J in Taylor series to second order:
At the optimum of J, the first order is neglected and the second order becomes =( ) Because removing the ith gene means we can adopt as the ranking criterion. The gene with the smallest is removed due to its smallest effect on classification.
In practice, more than one gene could be removed at a single step. Algorithm below describes the SVM-RFE algorithm in detail.
The parameter f, here named "filter-out" factor, decides how many genes are removed at one step. Notice if 0 < f < 1, a fraction of f bottom-ranked genes are removed at each step; if f = 0, the least possible bottom-ranked genes are removed so that the number of remaining genes is the power of 2 at the first step and then half of genes are removed in the following steps; If f = -1, only one gene is removed; if f = -2, two genes are removed, and so on. In each step, a new linear SVM is trained in a smaller feature space and, thus, each remaining gene is assigned a new weight to be ranked again. This process is repeated until the predefined number of features remains. Obviously, the SVM-RFE with f =-1 is the most time-consuming because the maximum steps are needed in this case. [15] . The algorithm uses the greedy technique and is a successor of ID3 algorithm, which determines at each step the most predictive attribute, and splits a node based on this attribute. Every node represents a decision point over the value of some attribute. The split criterions based on information entropy see (1) . C4.5 uses gain ratio for spilt dataset, see (2) (3), The split information of attribute A Calculated as:
Gain ratio: (
The attribute with the maximum gain ratio is selected as best splitting attribute.
Bagging: produced by Leo Breiman [16, 17] it uses a bootstrap technique to resample the training data sets D. To form a resampled data set D i , each sample is independently drawn from D with n samples. Each sample in D has a probability of 1/n of being drawn in any trial. D i contains the same number of samples as the original data set D. in D i , some samples may appear more than once, and some samples do not appear at all training data. The tree T i is built on a set of resampled D i . This process returned for K times. The final prediction of a sample is determined by simple voting and each classifier has an equal weight of 1. The most often predicted class label will be the final classification result.
AdaBoost: developed by Freund and Schapire [18] . In this method initial classifier is constructed from the original data set where every sample has an equal distribution ratio of 1. In the next iterations D i constructed according on prediction accuracy in the previous data set D −1 . If a sample has a lower prediction accuracy rate in D −1 , it will be given a higher weight in D i and therefore get a higher possibility to be selected in D i .
Naїve Bayesian:
The algorithm is depending on Bayes theorem, its work as the follows: Let D be a training set and their associated class labels, each tuple is represented by n-dimensional attribute vector, X = (x 1 .x 2 , ...,x n ), naїve Bayesian Classifier, predict that tuple X belongs to the class C i if and only if
where
where x k refers to the value attribute A k .for microarray data, A k is continues-value, attribute is assumed to have Gaussian distribution
where is standard deviation, is mean [19] .
Bayesian Network: The naїve Bayesian classifier makes the assumption of variables conditional independent, but in practice dependencies can exist between variables. Bayesian networks specify joint conditional probability. They provide a graphical model of causal relationship. Let X={x 1 ,...,x n }, n ≥ 1 be a set of variables (attributes). Bayesian Network B over set of variable X is a network structure B S , which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) over X and a set of probability tables-{ ( | ( ))| } where pa(x) is the set of parents of x in B S . A Bayesian network represents probability distributions ( ) ∏ ( | ( )) To use Bayesian network as classifier, one simply calculate argmax y P(y|x) using distribution P(X) representing by Bayesian network.
And since all variables in x are known, we do not need complicated inference algorithms, but just calculate (10) for all class values [20, 21] .
Neural networks (Multilayer Perceptron): ANN is predictive models loosely based on the action of biological neurons, Contains from several layers of neurons. In general an input layer takes the input and distributes to the hidden layers which do all the necessary computations and outputs. The standard algorithm used for classification is a multilayered ANN trained using back propagation and the delta rule [22] . The algorithm based on initial state and calculates the output for each node, and computes prediction errors for each node, and update the weight for next iteration, thus return these step until the condition threshold is satisfied.
Support Vector Machine SVM: performs classification by constructing an n-dimensional hyper plane that optimally separates the data into two categories [23] . To extend SVMs for discriminating more than two classes, several approaches have been introduced [24] .
K-nearest-neighbor:
The K-NN classifier constructs decision boundaries by just storing of the complete training data. An object ⃗ is classified by choosing the majority class among the k closest objects of the training dataset. Standard or weighted metric distance functions are used to determine the distance of the k nearest neighbors from ⃗, such as: Absolute distance measuring: ( ) ∑ or Euclidean distance measuring: ∑ √ . In fact, k is determined experimentally [25] .
PART: is a separate-and-conquer rule learner proposed by Eibe and Witten [26] . The algorithm producing sets of rules called "decision lists" which are ordered set of rules. A new data is compared to each rule in the list in turn, and the item is assigned the category of the first matching rule. PART builds a partial C4.5 decision tree in each iteration and makes the "best" leaf into a rule. The algorithm is a combination of C4.5 and RIPPER (Repeated incremental pruning to produce error reduction algorithm) [27, 28] .
Decision Table: It summarizes the dataset with a "decision table" which contains the same number of attributes as the original dataset. Then, a new data item is assigned a category by finding the line in the decision table that matches the non-class values of the data item. It employs the wrapper method to find a good subset of attributes for inclusion in the table. By eliminating attributes that contribute small or nothing to a model of the dataset, the algorithm Paper: ASAT-14-173-CE reduces the likely-hood of over-fitting and creates a smaller and condensed decision table [38] . We summarizes category of classification methods which used in this study in Table 1 . 
Classification Based on Ranking Genes
Our approach consists from three main steps: First, gene ranking: A ranking method identifies one gene at a time with differentially expressed levels among predefined classes and puts all genes in decreasing order; we have applied two gene selection methods (IGAS and SVMAS) to ranking the genes that provides highest data distinction in a decreased order. Second, Form subsets of ranking the attributes:
and form nested subset attributes: S1 = {r 1 }; S2 = {r 1 , r 2 },... , S N = {r 1 ; r 2 , ...,r N }. We select a five subset of top ranking genes (2, 5, 10, 20 genes, and 50 genes) as classifier entry. Third, evaluate classifiers accuracy for each subset of ranking genes among each dataset. The accuracy measured as follows:
We selected k-fold Cross-validation technique to evaluate our approach. This technique is commonly used to evaluate classifier for micro-array datasets especially with small number of samples. This technique is described as follow:
 Partition the data randomly into mutually exclusive k subse--ts, each subset with approximately equal size.  At each iteration, use one subset as test set and others is merged as training set  Each split is called "fold" where notation k-fold is used to identify number of splits and value of 10 is the most popular selected value for k  Finally, Average CV (h,k) over all folds to obtain CV (h) "the classifiers accuracy for each genes subset".
The classifiers described in this paper were performed using libraries from Weka 3.7.1 machine learning environment [30] .
Datasets
In this study, we select eight microarray datasets these datasets are Breast cancer dataset [31] : which contains from 62 samples, divided on two classes (tumor/normal), each sample contains from 16383 genes. Colon tumor dataset [32] : Contains from 36 samples, divided on two classes (tumor/normal), each samples contains from 7458 gens. Leukemia dataset [33] :
Contains from 72 samples divided on two classes (acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)/ acute myeloid leukemia (AML)), each samples contains from 7130 genes. Lung1 cancer dataset [34] : Contains from 197 samples divided on four classes (AD adenocarcinomas-/SQ squamous cell carcinomas COID carcinoids/NL: normal lung) each sample contains from 10937 genes. Lung2 cancer: Contains from 88 sample divided on two classes (tumor/normal), each sample contains from 16382 genes. Lymphoma dataset [35] : Contains from 40 sample divided on two classes (PA patient/ CO control). Prostate cancer dataset [36] : Contains from 146 sample divided on two classes (normal prostate tissue adjacent to tumor/ tumor tissue) each sample contains from 12626 genes. Prostate 2: Contains from 108 sample divided on two classes (tumor/ normal), each sample contains from 12554 genes. The breast cancer, lung2 cancer, prostate cancer prostate2 cancer and lymphoma, datasets were collected from EBI, http://-www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress, lung1 cancer, colon tumor, Leukemia, were collected from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) repository [37] . Table 2 provides briefly description of microarray dataset. 
Results and Analysis
In this section, we exposed the results of our approach and relevant analysis. The tables below summarized these results, where each table contains the classification accuracy of the classification algorithms, on each subset of top ranking genes (2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 genes), as well as the classification accuracy of the classifiers on original data (without gene selection), in addition to the average accuracy of all subsets of top ranking genes by IGAS and SVMAS, also the average accuracy obtained from all classifiers. We highlight the highest classification accuracy obtained using IGAS and SVMAS by bold font for each subset, and we indicated to the highest accuracy on all subset by gray cell color.
By dealing with Breast dataset: we notice from Table 3 the following: Using subset of top ranking gene improves the classification accuracy on majority of the classification algorithms the improvements fluctuate between (1.61% ~ 8.06%). We obtain the highest classification accuracy on majority of the classification methods by using 2, 5and 10 of top ranking genes, with the tow gene selection methods; the average accuracy of the classifiers by using was outperforming the average accuracy obtained using IGAS. By dealing with Colon dataset: we notice from Table 4 the following: Using subset of top ranking gene improvers the classification accuracy of the majority of the classification algorithms the improvement fluctuates between (2.78% ~ 5.55%). We obtain the highest classification accuracy on majority of the classification methods using 2 of top ranking genes; by IGAS and 5 of top ranking genes by SVMAS. The average accuracy of the classifiers using SVMAS outperforming average accuracy obtained using IGAS on majority of classifiers.
By dealing with Leukemia dataset: we notice from Table 5 the following: Using subset of top ranking gene improvers the classification accuracy of all classification algorithms the improvements fluctuates between (1.39~16.66%). We obtain the highest classification accuracy on majority of the classification methods using 20 of top ranking genes, by SVMAS vs. 50 of top ranking genes by IGAS. The accuracy of the classifiers using SVMAS outperforms the accuracy using IGAS on majority of the classifiers. By dealing with Lung1 dataset: As we mention in section 7, Lung1 dataset consist of four classes, we notice from Table 6 the following: Using subset of top ranking gene improvers the classification accuracy of the classification algorithms in several subset of ranking genes.
By dealing with Lung2 dataset: we notice from Table 7 the following: Using subset of top ranking gene improves the classification accuracy of all classification algorithms the improvements fluctuate between (1.13%~5.68%). we obtain highest accuracy using 10, 20, 50 of top ranking genes by SVMAS; but we obtain the highest accuracy on majority of the classification methods by using 5 top ranking genes by IGAS. The average accuracy of the classifiers by using SVMAS was outperforming IGAS.
By dealing with Lymphoma dataset: From Table 8 we notice the following: Using subset of top ranking gene improves classification accuracy the improvements fluctuate between (1.1% ~ 5%), and we obtain 100% accuracy using most subsets of ranking genes by the two methods of AS. Table 7 . Classification accuracy and average accuracy %, using (2, 5, 10, 20, and 50) top ranking genes by IGAS and SVMAS, and accuracy on original Lung2 dataset. By dealing with Prostate dataset: as we mention in section 5 the normal tissues was adjacent to the tumor tissues, this special microarray dataset is not intended to evaluate the classifiers performance, that is justifies the low accuracy of the classifiers, with and without gene selections, instead of Using subset of top ranking gene significantly improve classification accuracy the improvements fluctuate between (6.85% ~ 28.08%), and by using 50 top ranking genes ANN and SVM gave 100% accuracy as we show in Table 9 .
By dealing with Prostate2 dataset: we notice from Table 10 the following: Using subset of top ranking gene improves the classification accuracy on all the classifiers. The improvements fluctuate between (1.14% ~14.61%). We obtain the highest classification accuracy on majority of the classification methods using 20 top ranking genes by SVMAS. The average accuracy of the classifiers using SVMAS was outperforming using IGAS. In this discussion we do not pay attentions on the best classifier, where we focus only on classification accuracy improvement for each classifiers individually, but we briefly summarizing, the results by calculate the average classification accuracy of each classifiers on all dataset, as we show in Fig. 4 we notice C4.5 and rule base classifiers gave the lower average classification accuracy with IGAS and SVMAS, but the accuracy of C4.5 has been enhanced by ensample methods, (bagging and boosting) for instance the average improvement by bagging(C4.5) (2%) using SVMAS, (1.84%) using IGAS and the average improvement by boosting(C4.5) (3.69%) using SVMAS, (2.71%) using IGAS. table 11 and our experiment we fiend our approach which select sub set of top ranking genes outperforms there results which apply classification via entire genes remaining attribute selection or dimension reduction. 
Conclusions
In the present study, we discuss inference of attribute selection (AS) methods upon the classification methods. By two diverse attribute selection methods, information gain (IG) as filter base AS and SVM (REF) as wrapper base AS method as preprocessing stage of classification task on microarray dataset. We evaluated classification accuracy of ten classifier belong to several classifier categories, where eight cancerous microarray dataset belong to several types of cancer were used.
From this wild experiment we conclude the following facts: AS methods significantly enhanced classification accuracy, and it can facilitate the classification task by using subset of few ranking genes instead of using original dataset. In additions it can facilitate the Comprehensibility of classifiers results due to eliminates irrelevant genes (attributes) by SVMAS or using highest relevancy genes which provides higher expected information from dataset by using IGAS. In addition to reduces computational time and memory consuming, by using few numbers of top ranking genes instead of using original dataset that contains several thousands of genes which produced from raw microarray dataset. For example it's extremely difficult to training Bayesian Networks, Naїve Bayesian and ANN Classifier on original microarray dataset.
Genes ranking by SVMAS provides better genes ranking by IGAS, due to the complexity of the optimization process, but a major disadvantage of the wrapper approach is that its computation requirement is formidable, for instance SVMAS spent more than two days vs.
several minutes spent by IGAS. Statistical base classifiers such as Bayesian Networks gave highest classification accuracy with ranking genes by IGAS but function base classifiers such as SVM and ANN gave the highest accuracy by ranking genes by SVMAS.
In spite of function base, lazy base and bayes base classifiers gave higher accuracy comparison with decision tree (C4.5) and rules base classifiers, but rules base are still attractive classifiers due to easy to results Comprehensibility and we can enhancing its performance by ensemble methods. Finally; Gene selection is a multi-faceted problem, which has evolved over the past few years from a collection of typically heuristic methods to a theoretically grounded methodology, finding and using a proper gene selection procedure specific to a given microarray dataset is necessary and useful.
